
Mr. Mike Powell 
	

2/5/88 
Frederick News-Post 
Frederick, iki. 21764. 

Dear Mike, 

I'm not trzing to overlod you and I'm sorry,I forgot to include the Post's lasP 
in what I ant. It is enclosed. Besides, you don t pay no and look what you pay for! 

You cpl) and yours nothing pernonal) made ay 	rather my second day, when 
I saw libil"Bells" and hearu then like an old firehorse. Which, by the way, I remember 
very well. They were, at leant where I live. makmificent. 

Unlike a morning-paper past, I get up early and in the beautiful quiet read. By 
daylight I'm at the Fredericktomne mall, now along with at least four dozen others, 
for walking physical therapy. At the and of ray lane I separate the junk for the Wx 
Post and the news and s= 	stake the news and sports sections frog yours into 
the mall. I can't .rialk much before I have to rest and elevate th left leg, and then 
I begin the papgrs, your_; first. By the time three hours are past I've generally 
read both papers. 

Frankly, 1  couldn't believe it when I read "Bells." 

The third part of my day began with the enclosed, ehich I dashed off as soon 
as I was biome. 

lbst wisbee, 

Harold Weisberg 



No one thought to set off Capitol Hill's 
Sen. Robert A. Taft Memorial Carillon 
on Wednesday. It was an unfortunate 
oversight, for history has rarely 
recorded a greater day for the cause 
that dominated the late Ohio legislator's 
life. • 

All his long and distinguished Wash-
ington career, Sen. Taft fought for at 
least parity between the Congress and 
the presidency. As Franklin D. 
Roosevelt dominated American 
government many of those years, the 
senator lost more battles than he won. 

This week and, by coincidence, on a 
single day, the Senate and the House 
-sharply exposed the rapidly declining 
power of the lame-duck Ronald Reagan. 
Unfortunately for the memory of the 
senator, who enjoyed being called "Mr. 
Republican," the president whose wings 
were further clipped belongs to the 
Grand Old Party. 

Mr. Reagan's greatest set-back this 
week was entirely his own doing. On a 
unanimous vote, the Senate confirmed 
Calfornla appeals court Judge Anthony 
M. Kennedy as the next associate 
justice of the United States. 

With little fanfare and only spluttering 
opposition, Judge Kennedy inherits the 
Supreme Court seat the White House 
had reserved for Judge Robert A. Bork, 
or some other suitable s.  r,ynlis) of con-
servative force. But, as I wrote before 
Judge Bork's confirmation process 
began, an attempt to impose any symbol 
was doomed to failure at the hands of 
the Senate's newly won Democratic 
majority. 

The Bork disaster became a fiasco 
when the White House scrambled and 
came up with the name of Judge Doug-
las H. Ginsburg, another symbol whose 
non-existent chances turned to ashes 
with the admission he had smoked 
marijuana. 

In putting forth Judge Kennedy, Mr. 
Reagan made no prior claims on the 
California jurist as his kind of man. 

_Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's praise 
t._.. .before casting his vote for the man with 

the same name (but no relation) must 
have been particularly galling for Mr. 
Reagan and arch-conservatives like 
Sen. Strom Thurmond, who had been in 
the forefront of Judge Bork's losing 
effort. 

Later the same day, on the other side 
of the Hill, House Democrats managed 
to fashion a close defeat for the presi-
dent's "pet" foreign policy project, the 

Nicaraguan LOULL db. 
The loss, no real surprise, came after 

the nation's three major television 
networks had flatly denied Mr. 
Reagan's request to plead the Contras' 
case to the general public the night 
before. Observers were hard-pressed to 
find any parallel instance that 
approached the communications giants' 
slap in the face to the man once known 
as "the Great Communicator." 

To add to the administration's woes, 
hopes for avoiding an international 
conference on the Middle East virtually 
ended when Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitrhak Shamir announced, this week, 
new settlements in the troubled West 
Bank would not be postponed, as the U. 
S. State Department had asked. 

At any rate, symptomatic of the 
current leadership crisis in this country, 
Washington's proposals failed to reflect 
the need for some.immediate action to 
end the Palestinian uprising in the 
occupied territories, which claimed 

three more lives this week and resulted 
in the firebombing of an Israeli settler's 
car. If the badly burned victim dies, 
then the violence can be expected to 
dramatically increase. 

In other words, the evidence mounts 
that the White House is fostering 
another defeat for America abroad, and 
to its own prestige, to be added to this 
week's losses. 

The "Dark Days" I foresaw for the 
republic in November are turning Into a 
deepening gloom. We face months with 
a president who continues to display 
little touch for the common good, 
domestically or in this nation's great 
responsibilities abroad. 

( At the very least, Mr. Reagan should 
have devoted the power he still pos. 
sesses to seeking a postponement on the 
Contras' funding. The anti-Sandinista 
forces will not go broke tomorrow. 

,f
Adopting the —slogan —"Give peace"1110 
chance" would have almost certainly 
enabled the president to win a delay 
from the deeply divided House. It would 
have taken heat off the members and 
enabled the threat of future funding ,to 

f act as a stick to both sides in the Central 
' America negotiations currently under 
way. 

However, as with Judge Bork, Mr. 



Reagan leo. we IICCL1 w Lry aim employ 

muscle on a reluctant Congress, to show 

the world he was still "boss"  in Wash-

ington. In both instances, the presi-

dent's frantic maneuverings served 

chiefly to highlight his present weak-

ness. 

The networks'  decline of his request to 

address the American people seems, in 

retrospect, an ill-disguised favor to the 

embattled man in the Oval Office. At 

least he was saved the embarrassment 

of making a big pitch and still winding 

up on the wrong side in the next day's 

vote. 

Since the past, however fresh, cannot 

) be changed, today's hope must rest with 

thoughts Mr. Reagan turning his oughts and 

energies to the Middle East. The situa-

tion commands the kind of urgency the 

White House sought to impose on the 

. Contras'  vote. 

In his closing months, with no need to 

face political exingencies again, Ronald 

Reagan has a singular opportunity to 

regain the leadership role'  in that 

unhappy region his successors threw 

away. In fact, there lintTir no U.S. 

policy in the Middle East since Dwight 

D. Eisenhower's days in the White 

House. 

But then, Mr. Eisenhower had the 

advantage over all his successors. He 

worked with a Capitol Hill largely 

shaped by the ideals and the labors of 

Sen. Robert A. Taft, who believed in 

independence for this nation, as well as 

his beloved Congress. Neither man was 

perfect, but both the late president and 

senator demonstrated integrity and a 

devotion to this nation's best interests 

and in a bi-partisan way, when called 

for. 	 . 

The ultimate failure of Ronald 

Reagan may be his unwillingness to 

hear those clear voices from his own 

party's immediate history. If the means 

existed, I would order the ringing of the 

Taft carillon morning and night, until 

the bells' flissage drowned out the 

present contra ion in the White House. 

They might help our lame-dudk presi-

dent to regain that lost vision- of this 

nation and the world. 



FEJ3-14 TOLL 

When I read in the 	of Frid
ay, Rea.----bruy,the column titled "Bells,"

 

that President aeagan's "successors
 threw away" what the gifted author calls "a 

singular oppoetunity," I not longer
 had a suspicion - I was satisfied that if 

 

 

Elie .104114s:Olosest to god c
an la a pencil on the 

anyone at all on the papers 

 

 

 

kind of simply atrocious copy I've 
been flabbergasted to see. in type  for. several 

• ' • 

years. 	
ki44W1J-0- 

o nobody will have to consult any 
dictionary, Oxford'aTefinitio is "

 

person or th:PagAS that eucceeds another. A
nd Veuopeed" meane."tO.P0M4 next; n 

time 

or order, to follow, to take the pl
ace previously filled by 

 

anther." The 4 
" 	A 

 

 

appropriate illustration is, of all t
hings, -i-talielieedi "Hoover aoccesd

ed Coolidge." 

Thus we have it on what seems to be, by local journali
stioitandarde..and 

deairee, unquestionable authority t
hat is by no means inconsistent'wit

n a long 

past, that who4iver takes Ronald Nag
an'a place a year hence has already

  exercised 

his authority and wasted itdtc--ta:eatr way, • 

If traditional Suurnelistic standartda replied lo
cally;alofi with a pink slip 

long overdue there would:be recollection of ."belle" as the4oet.JOha  Do 	
made 

4t impsrishs blettakeki/ior 
the titla_ofhie classic about the S

panieh givil war 
• 

by *vest t'elingia4.4ek not for w
hen the belle tol ',they tpAl fo

r you. 

I have trouble believing that nobod
y on the local paperedoes not know 

that 

succession to Ronald Reagan ie s
cheduled for a year from now, as I 

also can't believe 

that some of the incredible nonsens
e, if.I may praise much of- what I've read, is 

outside their knowledge and underst
anding. Even though non-metropolitan p

apers 

ordinarily do no seek or employ edi
tors with more than casual experien

ce in 

national and international affaird.
 

ny their traditional content, non-me
tropolitan paper° are, not ordinaril

y 

excitinbsy can be made somewh
at 	by provaking. controversy. If they 

are responsible, they do not do thi
s by misleading and misinto

rmimg thes,j‘eadera 

itt 



inert on cage 2 where indicated: 

Of this he says/he "wrote before Judge Bork's confirmation process began" that 

he would be defeated( efeated by the Democratwhe-then-ilacl-a-ma-jority. It is my recollection 
Jong after and j 

that what he actually wrote watirWili7into and not before the confirmation began, and 

he then wrote the impossible, which I ridiculed pointedly, that the Lemocrats would 

"slink" -his word - into anonymity in the mass of the opposition. Anonymity on 

coast-to-coat TV? Anonymity when each and every Senator was making a very public 

display of his views and than all made speeches, recorded and also on TV, explaining 

his position and vote? anonymity on committee and floor roll-call votes? 



concerning matters most readers have never studied or experienced. Otherwise th
ey 

impose on readers' trust and besmirch themselves. 

pontificating, as is his wont, based firmly on a combination of carelessness, 

ignorspe, lack of concern, limitless ego and subliaa certainty that the movi
ng 

finger will forever sign that check, this talented commentator -ear-naties ter- 

-e-es.--ices 	makes a public spectacle of himself in this column, too. Not necessarily 

to casual perusal although even then it is obvious to anyone who has more than 
a glimmer 

of knowledge of what he writes about. 

He lumps all Republicans, be they moo Mathiases or Jesse ?elmaes, into one, all 

as identical "conservatives." 

He says that /resident Reagan and his gang of Meeses selected Robert Bork and 

Douglas Ginsburg for the supreme court only as "symbols of conservative force.."
. to 

actuality is and was obvious - they were *elected as ideologueS who would support 

ideology, Is it not obvious, going back to those telecast hearings, that 

Mve- ti44 	Z*40 4 11.41 .41444441.„ grolOOIL 

a judge who says "any person" as used in the Qoniiii*B7M25:- , 

,b1kg/R 
minorities, is not an authentic conservative but is an extremiet0 exactly 

what, true to 'well, he claimed heyaa not, an "aotivist"•activelt~ rewriting the 

Constitution? And that he was defeated Sth:the:negstive votee:efcenot incons
iderable 

number ott,4opub4.64871-.-,_ , 	 :',14v14,14t: . 
. 	c!. 

Then there isU*-latellectual detritus (a polite word for garbage) to add to 

the administration's-woes, hopes for avoiding an internationals 	
rence on the 

Middle West Yirteally,inded when Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir anno
unced this 

. 	 . 
%...• • ---- 

week, new settlement', in.the troubledWast Bank would not be postponsd0 ale Me 
has to be avoided 

Who says that any such-international conference winaltalmaimium!Aidas and 

how could this administration even hope for one as long as the Israeli governme
nt is 

as firmly opposed to one: (There ie no mention of the existing if ignored C
amp David 

agreement, which was signed by Israel and ligypt.) 

Switching text's!' topics but as usual pontificating from the profundity of 

his ignorance about matters on which he says he is expertC": At the very least. 
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,  
ft 	

have 

Asopting the slogan, ‘:/gOVe peace a chance,''‘ woaarilmost certainly enabled the 
.4 

L4 
president to win a delay.M i"Give peace a chance" was the slogan of those who 

opposed his bill, which provided for more mar and not peace, more weapons of war 

described not as "humanitarian" but as "non-lethal." Those who are for humanitarian 

aid and against the Reagan bill would have voted for only humanitarian aid and say 

they will introduce their own bill, IA AEA In addition to the impossibility of 

"almost certainly" there is the ridiculousness of trying to con the agitated 

Congress into believing that munitions, transportation and aviation, aluded in 

a 
the reagan bill and °counting for moat of the funds it called for, into believing 

that either he or his bill intended peace. It is and for years has beenis 
01171/pvf" 

whether or not one agrees with him, the president's only desire-U10 overt 	he 
akit-flt 1141;'t, 

present government of Nicaragua. Moat Americans and most in Congress strongly die 	. 

This delay would "act as a stick to both aides in Central America." When the 

end of financing and arms means the and of one side? Does our omniegeht one really 
ult-OuvAtZmo 

think that when they would not run in any election and when they loot an election 

intgnational observers, including Americana, agree was free, does he really think 

t 
that the Reagan-created and financed Contras 	be content to retie and participate 

in any elections? Most of them don't dare return and moat won't, which is another major 

4rial 
psitamageagenite problem because under the Aalai plan they have to leave Honduras and 

,4.ae 

Costa Rico. (Gir'your loins again, Mi901 	Miami Vice!) 

"Today's hope," we are told, "must rest with kr.eagan tu4hg his thoughts and 

energies to the Middle last.The situation comuande the kind of urgency the White 

House sought to pose on the Qkntras' vote." 
env(  

"Urgency" to lose Not a plan that can be made acceptable to both aides, some- 

Reagan should have devoted the power he still poiOes to seek a postponement of the 

Contras7i•unding." 

How could he when in order to get such an appropriate through aiter the fiasco 

- 	
-1 

- 	
2291 

of the Iran/Contra 
 

Contra hearings,Mr. Reagan made a solemn 	to ad up-or-down 

voteCotthat he would proposerhn the fixed date? 
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Ming for that urgent effort? Does he really think that we crack a 4sagan whip and the 

world falls to its knees? 

.J27 He does not, apparently, remembdr the earlier 'teagan "urgency" on the Middle 

East. Se inherited ,etc agre jtosetnent.c.f(c_amp Davij His first "urgency" then 

was to rewrite it unilaterally and insist, with as much effect as King Canute, that 

his revision be agreed to. 1+ krtyrvfp and 	 41444401 p‘41441-441-77  

"In fact, there has been no U.S. policy in the Middle Nast since Dwight D. 

Eeisnhower'sd daYa " Does he remember the Eisenhower pla4- sending --.t: -1rarirW / 

also a disasteroujeagan policy. The Camp Dabid agreement negotiated by Jimmy Carter 

does not exist and didn't ever? If there has been no U.S. oicy for that area, how 

is it that out national debt is so much greater because of all the weaponry provided 

2 (T frii'm one end cgt(he  Arab world)to the other. We had no "policy" with regard to the , 

shah of Iran? We haventt provided.raudi Arabia with the most advanced Ilai=o=11-  

went to Jordan or Egypt or Libya pursuant to U.S. policy? 

We don t have shin and didn't lose men in the Persian gulf? 

If the bells tolled only in the Taft carillon, a stretched and amateurish ih'et27 

ploy, it would be fine. alas, they toll in a gray head and were there any prospect 

of anything reasonable e erging, those tolling bells - or sonething - always preventOfit 

'bat and we get this kind of harmful detritus. 

If Frederick is to get local commentary on national and international affairs 

if ought not be, at its best, propaganda, and at its usual level, misinformation, 

theinformation, factual inaccuracy and worbtlees opinion. 

For representative society to work, the people need honest, factual and 

(tactual information and if there is to be opinion, oWrthwhile and dependable opinion, 

matjust anything at all for a paycheck and self-promotion. 


